‘International Early Year Teachers’ Training Programme
The ﬁeld of early childhood education and the role of early childhood professionals are
being transformed. These transformations bring with them both, possibilities and
challenges. The possibilities are endless, for you as an early childhood professional and the
challenges involve-understanding the unique period of early childhood, collaborative
learning, eﬀective pedagogy and commitment to the bright promise of promoting global
thoughts and high quality education for all children.
•
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RBKEI after its years of success in oﬀering CBSE, ICSE, IGCSE and IB boards of
curriculum now embarks in launching the International Early Year Teachers’ Training
Programme.
IEYTTP includes various educational approaches and themes which are brought
together, to create a unique elementary teachers’ training course.
RBKEI is committed to provide professional development and training for teachers,
believe shape the future of a nation.
RBKEI- IEYTTP is an eﬀect to give teachers an ultimate training programme for
teaching children between the age group of two to six and even to orient the
trainees with innovative pedagogies, regulations and developments in the
international teachers’ training arena. By obtaining the diploma in early year’s
teacher training from RBKEI, aspiring teachers can learn innovative pedagogies to
teach young and growing minds in an international set up.

IEYTTP Modules
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Module I : Early Childhood Education and Professional Development
Module II : Early Childhood Education Settings and Approaches
Module III : Meeting the Special Needs of Young Children
Module IV : The New World of Early Childhood Education
Module V : Principles and Approaches
Module VI : Language and Literacy
Module VII : Resources and Classroom Management
Module VIII : Instructional Strategies
Module IX : Evaluation
Module X : Young Children and Creativity

Course Duration
Diploma in International Early Year Teachers’ Training Programme is a 12 months course.
This course commences from June to April (Monday to Friday – 09:00 am to 12:00 noon)
(04hrs per week to be utilized for theory)
Eligibility
•
•

Anyone with a 10+2 level qualification, undergraduate and graduate degree holder is
welcome to enroll
Basic English speaking is a pre requisite

Certification
Certificate for Diploma in International Early Year Teachers’ Training Programme will be
awarded to the candidate only after successfully qualifying All the Components of the
programme.

